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1. INTRODUCTION 

Considerable empirical work was performed to check the mechanical stability of fiber-reinforced 

weightless covered concrete.Although frame the beginning of creating concrete, there is a little 

evolution in its structure, but a vast spectrum of concrete usage actually shows us that a lot of material 

(cheap, accessible, resistant, …) overshadows its other points. In the last few decades, to create 

homogeneous conditions and reduce concrete frangibility weakness some deal, they use frangible and 

long fibres that scatter in all of the concrete mass homogeneously and interfused. 

2. REINFORCED CONCRETE TO STEEL YAM 

In recent years there has been made vast researches and they tried to recover concrete characteristics 
by adding steel yam. At present time, reinforced concrete with steel yam is considered as one of the 

new building materials, differ and with some specifications that are unique from the point of view of 

resistance, tensorial ability and bearing against rupture. Main materials of reinforced concrete with 
yam are like usual concretes (Aram M, Zomorodian S.M.A., Vakili A.H, Vakili A. 2008). Apply of 

Yam Steel materials for fortifying and maintenance of structural members has become a progressively 

popular zone of investigation and application in the last decade. However, the procedure is yet to 

become a normal usage owing to a number of financial and plan related matters. From a structural 
technicians standpoint, significant concern about the success and security of this procedure is the 

Abstract: Nowadays all know the importance of seismic resisting of buildings in earthquake-prone areas. 

With regard to this point that present concrete buildings are generally designed and built based on ancient 

regulations without considering the effect of earthquake forces and the new regulations don’t estimate any 

tremble, so, these buildings must be resistance able. We can use different methods to repair destructed 

concrete buildings by the earthquake or to accomplish tremble resistance of present concrete buildings. 

There are two ways of using steel sheets and FRP sheets for concrete members reinforcement or restoration. 

Each of these two methods is unstandardization of these materials with concrete and lack of coordination in 

their manner and characteristics. In this article, we try to compare concretes which one consist of above yam 

frame the point of view of compressive and tonsorial resistance to produce concrete sheets with high 
resistance completely, that at last simple’s receptacle of steel sheets had better results of compressive and 

tonsorial resistance to produce these sheets into other samples. 
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possible of brittle debonding failures. Such collapse, unless often examined in the design process, may 
notably reduce the benefit of the fortifying or mend application. In new years, there has been an 

attentiveness of research attempts on the characterization and modeling of yam steel. This article 

prepares a revision of the improvement achieved in this zone about applications to steel yam. The 

noticable fragility with low tensile strength and strain capacities of high-strength concrete can get 
over by the surplus of steel yam. This article considered the mechanical attributes of high-strength 

steel yam. Stability models were appointed to forecast the compressive and splitting tensile stabilities 

and modulus of disconnection of the fiber-reinforced concrete. This investigation examines the 
optimization of steel yam regard on general mechanical features. The various sizes are of steel yam 

donated to various mechanical features, at least to a various degree. The fracture features and the 

dynamic features will be examined for the fibers concrete with well general mechanical features of 
steel yam. steel yam is progressively being applied day by day as a structural material. The result of 

steel yam addition to concrete on some of the major parameters namely peak stress, strain at peak 

stress, the hardness of concrete and the nature of the stress-strain curve is examined. There happens a 

good correlation between the experiential consequences and those computed depend on the logical 
model. Equations are also suggested to measure the result of steel yam on compressive strength, strain 

at peak stress and the hardness of concrete in terms of steel yam parameter. 

Materials that have a high quality are usable in yam concrete and hardened concrete specifications are 

accessory of concrete placing methods and compression of concrete paste. Yam concrete is a mixture 

that consists of a concrete mould which is composed of cement, stone materials, water and a percent 

of short yam that are spread in mixture occasionally and unsettled in different sides that improves the 

presence of concrete specifications steel yam to a special state. In this survey, armature networks, 

waved nets or long and thin armatures can’t be considered as unique and outspread yam (Aram M, 

Zomorodian S.M.A., Vakili A.H, Vakili A. 2008.). The influence of yam concrete on preventing crack 

propagation in concrete was examined. The concrete yam structure shows improved stability, 

flexibility and fire resistance. A major sign of this kind of structure is the bond relationship introduced 

between steel and concrete, which straightly increases the load capacity of the structure. The issue of 

steel corrosion in concrete structures in the intense environment has been an absorbing aspect in fields 

of erosion and civil engineering materials which it improves with steel yam. The mechanism of 

erosion in concrete induced by the steel depassivation is still obscure so far that steel yam has a 

significant role in improving it. Moreover, steel yam is affected by many factors,which finally dues to 

the strength of reinforced concrete structures and the increase of service life. This article is concerned 

with an experiential study on the final load behavior of steel yam in the plan. The experiential 

consequences for deformations steel yam, for stress dispensations and for final stabilities were found 

to be in nice agreement with the corresponding values can predict by finite element analysis. Steel 

yam is applied extensively in modern buildings. vast investigation on steel yam in which structural 

steel section is encased in concrete has been carried out. it can consider steel yam is given with 

importance on experiential and scientific work. 

2.1. Yam Concrete Advantages 

Usual concrete is a material that is partly brickle and frangible. While yam concrete can prevent 

fraction because of high resistance, so is better than a usual concrete (Aram M, Zomorodian S.M.A., 

Vakili A.H, Vakili A. 2008). The treatment of composite steel-concrete yam at high temperatures is 

an important issue. steel yam elements are being examined global as a complete kind of reinforcement 

for concrete structures. It can use a finite element program for the nonlinear analysis of steel-concrete 

yam. The program can examine the nonlinear behavior of concrete, steel yam. it sometimes uses some 

samples of structural systems that use steel yam in bridge structures and composite rebars as 

reinforcement to concrete. Steel yam may be applied when environmental adverse situations corrode 

the steel in reinforced concrete. The high specific strength of steel-concrete yam is essential when 

examining the supporting cables of suspension bridges. This article examines innovative connections 

which allow steel and concrete yam structures to be made complete. 

2.2. Aramid Yam 

Aramid yam that is introduced about 1970, are annular organic admixing of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen 

and nitrogen. Low density and high tensorial consistency in these yams cause to constitute a residual 
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structure to the impact with a duress about half of the carbon yam. Aramid yam at first is made to 
replace steel in radial tires and then have found another usage.one of the most successful Aramid yam 

usage is butte proof jacket.Aramid exists in two structures of straight bond named to collar and cure 

bond named to Nomex (Aram M, Zomorodian S.M.A., Vakili A.H, Vakili A. 2008). 

 he  Aramid yam has a circular cross‐section, are birefringent and resistant at temperatures. But 
significant tries to enhance aramid-epoxy adhesion,  the adhesion levels got between aramid yam and 

epoxy matrices are less than best for some usages. Composition of the aramid yam physical and 

chemical features and the interfacial mechanical stresses are in charge of the shortage of success in 
enhancing aramid-epoxy adhesion level. A clue to bettering the aramid-epoxy sticking is a basic 

comprehension of the interfacial mechanisms by which fiber and matrix cooperate. There is a 

significant number of propagations on aramid yam and their composites.  This article examines some 

of the literature linked to aramid yam bonding mechanisms. The interrelation between shape and 
mechanical features for a series of well-characterized aramid yam has been defined. The aramid yam 

was created under a diversity of processing situations. It has been an exhibit that the mechanical 

features of the aramid yam are qualified by the aramid yam structure. 

2.3. Glass Yam 

Glass yam is the most famous invigorator that is used in composite industry and there are different 

commercial kinds of it that some of them are as follows: AR, ECR, C, S, E. 

Chemical compounds of these yam are different and each one is suitable for a special usage. 

Approximately 90 percent of usable yam in engineering composites is glass yam. Glass yam has a 

suitable hardness, hold its mechanical properties in high temperatures, has a suitable moisture and 

erosion resistance and is nearly cheap (Aram M, Zomorodian S.M.A., Vakili A.H, Vakili A. 2008). 

3. RESULTS RELATED TO THE COMPRESSIVE SAMPLES 

Figure 2 shows made samples. As its distinguished in picture. Samples are broken conical that is the 

most ideal kind of concrete break. After making some samples without yam, in the next step, its steel, 
glass and Aramid yam samples. This concrete grout, as we explained before will be produced, 

moreover at last we add yam to grout. Figure 1 shows a bulk of steel yam. Applying steel yam is 

began from the middle of the last century. Primary substances of reinforced concrete with yam are 
similar to normal concretes. Steel yam samples mix with grout harder than glass and Aramid. (Aram 

M, Zomorodian S.M.A., Vakili A.H, Vakili A. 2008). 

 

Figure1. A bulk of steel yam. 
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Figure2. Broken samples without yam. 

3.1. Results 

High strength, corrosion resistance and electromagnetic neutrality make Fiber Reinforced Plastics 

(FRP) appropriate candidates in many submissions, with consolidation and the expansion of novel 

members. While the use of composite materials has enlarged meaningfully over the years, its 

submission to civil engineering structures has been curbed. This study inspects the applicability of the 
fiber as a consolidation material for structural concrete members through numerous investigational 

efforts for strength, mechanical belongings and flexural strengthening. These days all recognize the 

significance of earthquake withstanding of constructions in earthquake-prone zones. With regard to 
this point that available concrete constructions are commonly invented and constructed depend on 

ancient regulations without considering the effect of earthquake forces and the new regulations don’t 

appraise any quake, so, these constructions must be persistence able. Investigation on standard of 
HPFRCC material as one of the most appropriate local persistence procedures of the concrete 

constructions member has considerate impotence. A systematic model for the maximum accessible 

prestress expanded in an earlier study is tabloid and confirmed with experiments; a significant 

settlement between notion and experience was found. Additional studies, both logical and 
investigational, on the flexural behavior of concrete beams reinforced with prestressed FRP sheets 

prove the greater presentation of the hybrid organization and stress its favorable strength, difficulty 

and ductility features. 

 

Figure3. Broken samples with steel yam. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Scholars have displayed that the recent HPFRCC substance that mostly is a concrete with a great 
persistence with steel, glass, aramid and carbon yam has appropriate performance proportion with 

concrete and can enhance concrete persistence frame the viewpoint of curving and regional as these 
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two other substances. In this study, we attempt to contrast concretes which one consist of above yam 
frame the viewpoint of pressing and tonsorial persistence to generate concrete sheets with high 

persistence entirely, that at last simple’s holder of steel sheets had better consequences of pressing and 

tonsorial persistence to generate these sheets into other specimens. 

 As it is distinguishable in Fig. 4, samples without yam are broken from middle part because tensorial 
resistance in somewhere that has least mass is low. But in Fig. 5, samples that have yam are broken 

 

Fig4. Sample with glass yam 

 

Fig5. Broken sample of Armaid yam 

from he places of jack that probably it is because of tension in that place. 
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